
 
 

 
SAMUEL STREIFF 
Nationality: Swiss 
Height: 5'9' (174cm) 
Playing Age: 35-45 years 
Appearance: European  
Eye Colour : Blue 
Hair Colour:  Blond 
Hair Length: Short 
Voice: Baritone to Falsetto 
Location: Zurich  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 

FILM | TV  
 
 
FILM 
2014 Akte Grüninger 
movie directed by: Alain Gsponer | WERNER STOCKER 
 
TV  
2018 Der Bestatter - The Undertaker season 6  
tv series SRF - 6 episodes directed by: Katalin Gödrös, This Lüscher | DÖRIG (main cast) 
2017 Der Bestatter - The Undertaker season 5 
tv series SRF - 6 episodes directed by: Tom Gerber, Katalin Gödrös | DÖRIG (main cast) 
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2016 Im Nirgendwo - Nowhere 
tv movie SRF/Arte directed by: Katalin Gödrös | JEAN 
2016 Der Bestatter - The Undertaker season 4 
tv series SRF - 6 episodes directed by: Tom Gerber, Katalin Gödrös, Chris Niemeyer | DÖRIG                
(main cast) 
2015 Der Bestatter - The Undertaker season 3 
tv series SRF - 6 episodes directed by Chris Niemeyer, Markus Welter | DÖRIG (main cast) 
2014 Der Bestatter - The Undertaker season 2 
tv series SRF - 6 episodes directed by: Christian von Castelberg, Chris Niemeyer, Markus              
Welter | DÖRIG (main cast) 
2013 Der Bestatter - The Undertaker season 1 
tv series SRF - 4 episodes directed by: Markus Fischer, Markus Welter | DÖRIG (main cast) 
2011 The Swiss - Dufour 
tv series SRF - 1 episode directed by: Dominique Othenin-Girard |  
CONSTANTIN SIEGWART-MEYER 
 
 
SKILLS LANGUAGES / ACCENTS & DIALECTS 
fluent in German, English, Swiss-German, skills in French and Italian  
  
EDUCATION | TRAINING 
1995-1998 Hochschule der Künste Zürich ZHdK - Master of Arts in Theatre  
 
SPORT 
Skiing 
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